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Sets of both finite and infinite sequences can be constructed by acceptors; 
special cases of these acceptors and the structure of the corresponding con- 
structed sets were studied by Meznfk (1972). We give a complete characteriza- 
tion of sets constructed by acceptors of three special classes and a new complete 
characterization f regular sets. 
INTRODUCTION 
Pawlak (1969) defined deterministic machines which were able to construct 
sets of both finite and infinite sequences. Kwasowiec (1970) investigated 
the structure of sets constructed by Pawlak's machines. Meznfk (1972) 
gave a nondeterministic variant of such machines and studied the structure 
of  sets constructed by them. Another nondeterministic variant of these 
machines was studied by Kwasowiec (1970a). 
A machine of Meznfk is a finite acceptor of a special class and the set 
constructed by such an acceptor consists of all finite sequences which are 
accepted in the usual way and of all infinite sequences which are accepted 
in a generalized way by the acceptor. We give some results on general 
acceptors and introduce special classes of acceptors. The structure of sets 
constructed by acceptors of each of these classes is described. Each of these 
constructed sets can be expressed in the form of a sum of two summands 
where the first is the set accepted by the given acceptor and the second 
is the set of limits corresponding to sequences of elements which are taken 
from the set accepted by a suitable acceptor. The limit of an infinite sequence 
of finite sequences i  defined in a very natural way. We are able to describe 
these two summands without using the terminology of acceptors and to 
characterize the sets constructed by acceptors of our classes completely in 
this way. Simultaneously, we obtain a complete characterization f regular 
sets: They are obtained from sets accepted by finite acceptors of one of 
these classes by means of length-preserving homomorphisms. 
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1. ACCEPTORS 
1.1. Notat ion  
We denote by Ord the class of all ordinals, by ~ the least infinite ordinal. 
Finite ordinals are called natural numbers; we denote by N the set of all 
natural numbers. 
Let V be a set, n an ordinal, n ~ w. Then each mapping a of the set 
{i; i e Ord, i < n} into V is called a sequence of the type n formed of elements 
of the set V. If n ~ 0 then a is the empty mapping which will be denoted 
by A. If n ~ 0 then we write a i instead of a(i) and the sequence is denoted 
by (ai)o<i< ~ . It is advantageous to put (ai)o<i< o = A .  We also write 
(ao, a 1 .... , a~_l) instead of (ai)o<i< ~ if 0 ~ n < co. Sequences of finite 
types are called strings; the type of a string is also its length; if x is a string 
then we denote its length by I x l .  
I f  V is a set and n an ordinal, 0 ~ n ~ w, then we denote by F -~ the set 
of all sequences of the type n which are formed of elements of the set V. 
We put V*= Uo<~<~ Vn,  V~= [.Jo<~<o~ V . We identify each sequence 
(ai)o<i<l with the element a0; thus, we have V_C V*_C V *. In V*, we 
define the binary operation of concatenation which assigns, to any sequences 
a = (a~)0<i<~, b = (bi)o<i<,~, the sequence ab = (Ci)o<i<,~+~ where ci = ai 
for 0 ~<i<mandc  i =b i_~for  m ~<i<m+n.  Then V ' i s  amonoid ,  
i.e., a set with an associative binary operation (concatenation) and with a 
nullary operation (A); V* is called to be the free monoid on V. From the 
associativity of the concatenation and from the identification of a ~ V with 
(a) ~ V*, we have (ai)o<i< n = (ao,  a 1 ,..., an_l)  = (ao)(al) ' "  (a~_l) = 
aoa 1 "" a,~_ 1 for each 0 < n < co and any a o, a 1,..., a~_ 1 e V. 
Let V be a set, k, n ordinals such that 0 ~ k ~< n ~ co, k < co; suppose 
bi ~ V for each i such that k ~ i < n. Then, by (bi)k<i<,~, we mean the 
sequence (ai)o<i<n_ k where a i = bi+ ~ for each i, 0 ~ i < n - -  k, if n < w; 
if n : co then we define (b~)k.<<~<~ to be the sequence (a~)0<i< ~ where a~ = b~+k 
for each i, 0 ~ i < co. 
I f  V, U are sets and ~: V~ U a mapping then we denote by 9 ,  the 
mapping of V* into U* which is defined as follows. 9 , (A)= A, 
q),(aoal "'" am)= 9(ao)9(al)" '" qo(a,~) where m >/0  is a natural number 
and a s ~ V for each i, 0 ~ i ~ m. Clearly, ~ ,  is a homomorphism of V* 
into U* such that [ ~o,(x)I = [x[  for each x ~ V*. A homomorphism q~ 
of V* into U* such that ] q)(x)I = I x I for each x ~ V* is said to be length- 
preserving. It is easy to see that, to each length-preserving homomorphism 
q5 of V* into U*,  there exists a mapping 9 of V into U such that q5 = ~o,. 
We denote by 2 v the set of all subsets of the s t V. 
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1.2. DEFINITION. Let V be a set, x = (Xi)o<t<~ ~ V ~ a sequence, x J ~ V* 
a sequence for each j ~ N. We say that x is a limit of the sequence (X0o<j<o , 
if the following condition is satisfied. There is an increasing sequence of 
natural numbers (nJ)o<j<~ such that x ~ = (Xi)o<i<na. If x is a limit of the 
sequence (M)o<~<~ then we write x = limj_~ xJ. 
1.3. DEFINITION. Let V be a set, suppose M C V*, x ~ V% Then we 
put x e ~(M)  iff there exists a sequence (X0o<~.<o of elements of the set M 
such that x = limj_,~ x ~. 
1.4. DEFINITION. An acceptor is a 5-tuple 91 = (S,  G i l l ,  F )  where 
S, V are sets, f a mapping of S × V into 2 s and I, F subsets of S. 
1.5. DEFINITION. Let 91=(S ,  G i l l ,  F )  be an aceeptor, x = 
(xi)l<i<~ E V* a sequence where 0 < n < ~o. We put x ~ ~'(91) iff there is a 
sequence (Si)o<t< ~of elements of S such that s o e l ,  s t e f  (si_ 1 , xi) for each i 
satisfying 1 ~< i < n and sn_ 1 eF.  The sequences of the set ~(91) are said 
to be accepted by 91; the set d(91) is said to be accepted by 91, too. 
1.6. DEFINITION. Let 91 = (S,  V, f ,  I, F )  be an acceptor, x = 
(xi)l<t<~ E V ~° a sequence. We put x ~ ~(91) iff there is a sequence (Si)o<i<~, 
of elements of S such that so ~ I  and s t ~f(st -1,  xi) for each i satisfying 
1 ~< i < ~o. We put c~(91) __ ~¢(91) k3 ~(91). The sequences of the set 
W(91) are said to be constructed by 9l; the set c~(91) is said to be constructed 
by 91, too. 
1.7. DEFINITION. Let 91 = (S ,  V,f ,  LF )  be an acceptor. Then we put 
t(91) = (s ,  v , f ,  z, s ) .  
1.8. LEMMA. Let 91 be an acceptor. Then q~(91) C d(91) k9 ~(d(t(91))). 
Proof. Suppose X = (Xi ) l ( i< n ff (bO(~f~), 0 < n ~ ¢.o. Then  there  exists a 
sequence (Si)o<i<n of elements of S such that s o ~I,  si e f (s i -1 ,  xt) for each i
with the property 1 ~ i < n and sn_ 1 ~ F if n < ~o. If  n < oJ then we have, 
clearly, x e ~¢(9l). If n = oJ then we put M = (Xi)l<i<j+l for each j ~ N. 
Thus, M E d(t(91)) for eachj e N and limj_~o M = x. It follows x e ~(d(f(91))). 
1.9. EXAMPLE. We put S(n) = {(n, i); i e  N, 0 ~ i ~ n} for each natural 
number n ~ N, S = [.)o<~<~ S(n), I = {(n, 0); n ~ N}, F = {(n, n); n ~ N}. 
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We put, for n, i, j ~ N, 0 ~ i ~ n, 
l~  if i:/=j or j= i=n,  
f ( (n , i ) , j )=  {(n , i+ l )}  if j= i<n.  
We define 9l = (S, N,f ,  I ,F).  
Clearly, (i)0<i<~ ~ ~¢(9~) __C ¢(f(9~)) for each n E N. It follows (i)0<i<o 
~(~¢(t(9~))). Clearly, cg(9~) contains only sequences of finite types which 
implies (i)o<i<~ o ~ ~(9~). We have proved cg(9~) @ ~¢(9~) u ~(~'(t(9~))). 
In Sections 2 and 3, we are interested in such acceptors 9l that cg(9~) 
~¢(9~) ~3 ~(~¢(t(9~))) holds; now we give some properties of general acceptors. 
1.10. DEFINITION. Let 9l = (S, V , f , I , F )  be an acceptor. We put 
¢(9l) =(S  x V, S X V, g, I x V, F x V) where 
{2~ if (s ,a)~S X V , ( t ,b )~S × V,(s,a) @(t,b) ,  
g((s, a), (t, b)) = l f ( s 'a )  × V if (s ,a )~S × V, ( t ,b )~S × V, 
((s, a) = (t, b). 
1.11. LEMMA. I f  ~ is an arbitrary acceptor then c(f(~)) = t(c(9~)). 
Proof. Let us have 9~ = (S, V, f , I ,F}.  Then c(9~) = (S  X V, S × V, 
g, I x V, F X V) where g is defined according to 1.10. It follows t(c(9~)) = 
(S  x V, S x V, g, I x V, S × V). Further t(9~) = (S, V,f , I ,  S). Thus, 
c(i(Tt)) = (S  x V, S × V, h , I  × V, S × V) and h =g because h,g are 
defined on the basis of S, V, f in the same way. 
1.12. THEOREM. Let ~ = {S, V , f , I , F}  be an acceptor, 9 a mapping 
of S x V into V such that 9(s,a) =a for each (s,a) E S x V. Then 
~o.(~(c(gt))) = d(~) .  
Proof. 0. We have c(9~) = {S × V, S × V,g , I  x V,F × V)whereg is  
defined by 1.10. Letus havex ~ V*. Then there exist m ~ N, x a , x 2 ,..., x~, ~ V 
such that x = (xi)l<i<~+a • 
1. Suppose x~9, (d (c (T0)  ). I f  x = A then (I × V) c~ (F X V) @ 
which implies I n F @ ~ ; it follows x = A ~ d(Tt).  I f  x @ A then m ~ 1 
and there are sl, s2 ,..., s~ ~ S such that (sl, xl)(s~, x2) "'" (s~, x~) ~ d(c(9~)). 
It implies the existence of (to,Y0), (tl,Yl),'.., (t~, y~)~ S X V such that 
(to, Yo) ~ I  X V, (G,  Y~) eF  × V and (&, Yi) ~g((ti-~, Yi-1), (si, xi)) for 
i = 1, 2,..., m. It follows ti-1 = s~, Yi-1 = xi for i = 1, 2,..., m. Especially, 
{to,Yo) E l  × V, (G ,y~)6F  × V imply to~I, t~F ;  similarly, (ti,Yi) E 
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g((t~_~ , Yi-~), (si , xi)) = g((ti_~ , Yi-~), (ti-1, Y~-~)) = f(ti-~ , Yi-~) × V im- 
plies t i ~f(ti_~, Yi-1) = f(t i_~, xi) for i = 1, 2,..., m. Thus, x =- XlXe "" "x~ 
~(91). 
We have proved ~o.(~(c(91))) C ~z¢(91). 
2. Suppose xcd(91) .  I f  x=A then InF=/= 2~ which implies 
(I × V) n ( f  × V) ~ ~ ; it follows x = A E 9.(~(c(91))). I f  x :~ A then 
m/> 1 and there exist s0,s 1 , . . . , sn~S such that s o~I ,  s ,~cF and 
s i ~f(si_ 1 , xi) for i = 1, 2,..., m. We put Yi ---- xi+l for i = 0, 1,..., m -- 1, 
y~ = x~. Then (So, Y0) = (So, xl) ~ I × V, (s~, y~) = (s~, x~) ~F  × V. 
Similarly, (s~, y~) ~ (si, x~+~) ~f(si_l ,  x~) x V = g((si_~, xi), (s~_~, x~)) = 
g((si-~, Yi-1), (si-1, xi)) for i = 1, 2,..., m --  1, (s~,y~) = (s,~, x~) 
f(s,~_l, x~) × V = g((s~_~, x~), (s~_~, x~)) = g((s~_l, Y~-I), (s~_~, x~)). 
It follows that 
(So, xl)(sl, x2)"" (s~_l, x~) ~ d(c(91)) and xlx2"" xm ~ 9.(d(¢(91))). 
We have proved s](91) _C 9,(d(c(91))). 
1.13. DEFINITION. Let 9l = (S,  V , f , I , F )  be an acceptor, U a set, 9 a 
mapping of Vinto U. For each (s, a) ~ S × U, we putg(s, a) ~ U¢(b)=af(s, b) 
and we define 991 = (S,  U, g, I, F) .  
1.14. LEMMA. Let 91 = ( S, V, f ,  I, F )  be an aceeptor, U a set, ~o a mapping 
of V into U. Then f(~o91) = ~t(91). 
Pro@ We have ~o91 = (S, U, g, I, F )  where g is defined according to 
1.13. It follows t(991) = (S, g,g , I ,  S) .  Further, t(91) = (S, V, f , I ,  S )  
and c2f(91 ) = (S,  U, h, I, S )  where h is defined by 1.13. But we have h = g 
because g, h are defined on the basis of S, V, U, f, ~o in the same way. Thus, 
~t(91) = t(~o91). 
1.15. THEOREM. Let 9l = (S,  V,f ,  LF )  be an acceptor, U a set, q) a 
mapping of V into U. Then 9,(d(91)) = "~/'(991). 
Pro@ We have ~91 = (S,  U ,g , I , F )  where g is defined by 1.13. Let 
us have x~U*;  then there are m~N,  Xl,X2,.. . ,xm~ U such that x = 
(xi)l.<i<~+l • 
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1. Suppose x~9. (d (91) ) .  If  x ~ A then I (~F  @ ~ which implies 
x =A~d(991) .  If  xv~A then m >~ 1 and there ex is ty l ,y2 , . . . , y~eV 
such that x~ = ~(Yi) for i = 1, 2,..., m and Y~Y2 "" Y~ c ~¢(91). It  implies 
the existence of So, s i .... , s~ ~ S such that s o c I ,  s~ ~F and s i ~f(s i_  i ,Yi) 
for i = 1, 2,..., m. Clearly, f(si_~ , Yi) C_ ( J~(v)=~f(si_i , y) = g(si_~ , xi) for 
i = 1, 2,..., m. Thus, s ieg(s i_ i ,  xi) for i = 1, 2,..., m and we have x = 
xix2 "'" x,~ ~ sJ@91). 
We have proved ~o.(d(91)) C d(~o91). 
2. Suppose x~(~o91) .  I f  x = A then I (3F  :/: 2~ which implies 
A e~(91)  and A ~o.(5~'(91)). I f  x :/: A then m >~ 1 and there are 
So, s 1 .... , s~ E S such that s o e I, s~ ~ F and s i ~ g(si_i, xi) = U~(v)=~ f (si-1, Y) 
for i = 1, 2,..., m. Thus, for each i = 1, 2,..., m, there exists yi e V such 
that . cp(yi) --  xi and s i ~ f (s i _ i ,  Yi). It implies Y~Y2 "" Y~ e 5/(9l) and 
x = xzx~'"  x~ = ~(y~) ~o(y~)'" ~(y~) = ~o.(y~y~... y~) ~ ~o.(~(91)). 
We have proved ~/(~o~) _C ~o.(~(91)). 
1.16. DEFINITION. An acceptor 91 = <S, V, f , I , F )  is said to have the 
property (a) if S = V and f (a,  b) = ~ for each a, b e V, a =/= b. We denote 
by a the class of all acceptors with the property (a). 
1.17. DEFINITION. An acceptor 91 = <S, V, f , I , F )  is said to have the 
property (fi) if it has the property (~) and if it satisfies the following conditions. 
(fii) f (a,  a) :A ~ iff a E/,  
(82) F = v - 1.  
We denote by • the class of all acceptors with the property (/?). 
1.18. DEFINITION. An acceptor 91 = <S, V, f ,  I , F )  is said to have the 
property (7) if the sets S, V are finite. We denote by 7 the class of all acceptors 
with the property (7). 
1.19. DEFINITION. Let ~ be a class of acceptors, V a set, L_C V ~. We 
say that the set L is ~-acceptable if there exists 91 ~ ~: such that L = d(91).  
We say that L is E-constructive if there is 91 ~ ~ such that L = c~(91). 
1.20. COROLLARY. ¢(91) e ~ for each aeceptor 9l. 
1.21. EXAMPLES. We consider an acceptor 91 -~ <S, V, f , / ,  F ) .  
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I f  S= V=f=I=F= ~ then 9 le f iny  and ~¢(9I) = 
then 9 leac~y and 
then 9 lea(57  and 
(i) 
= ~¢(f(~t)). 
(ii) I f  S= V=I={a} and f=F= 
~¢(~)  = ~,  ~¢(t (~))  = {A}. 
(iii) I f  S= V=I=F={a} and /= ;~ 
d(~)  = {A) = ~¢(t(~t)). 
(iv) If S= V=I={a}, f (a ,a )  ={a} andF= ~ then 9te f i~y  
and ag(9l) = 2~, ~(t(~R)) = V*. 
(v) I f  S= V=I=F={a}andf (a ,a )  ={a}thengtec~yand 
~(~)  = v*  = ~( t (~) ) .  
2. ACCEPTORS WITH THE PROPERTY (o~) 
2.1. THEOREM. / f  ~: e a then c~(gl) = ag(~R) w .@(ag(t(gt))). 
Proof. Let us have 9l e a, 9I = ~ V, V, f , / ,  F ) ,  x e d (9 l )  t3 ~(d( f (9 l ) ) ) .  
If  x ~ d(91) then x ~ ~(gt). I f  x ~ ~(d( t (g l ) ) )  then x = (xi)i<i< ~ for some 
xi e K, 1 ~< i < co; further, there exists a sequence (x00<~.<~ o of elements 
of ~( i (9 l ) )  such that x = timj+~ xj. Thus, there is an increasing sequence 
(n00<j<~ of natural numbers n j /> 1 such that x ~ = (xi)i<i<n~ for each j e N. 
Thus, for each j ~ N, there exists a sequence (sj)0<i<nj of elements of V 
such that SoJ c I ,  si t e f ( s~_ i ,  xi) for i = 1, 2,. . ,  nJ - -  1. As (a) holds we have 
s~_ i = x i for each j a N and each i, 1 ~i<n J. 
We put s i = xi+ i for each iE  AT. For each i~N,  we choose a natural 
number]( / )  such that n j(il > i ~- 1. It follows s~ c° = xi+ 1 = si .  Especially, 
s o = SJo (°~ ~ I ,  si = _~.d I~ E,,f(sJ(°i_i, xi) = f ( s i _ i ,  xi) for each i ~ N, i />  1. It 
follows x = (xl)i.<<<~ ~ ~(9l)  _C c~(gt). 
we  have proved ~4(gt )u  ~(~¢(f(fft)))_CW(gt). The assertion of our 
Theorem follows by 1.8. 
2.2. COROLLARY. _If ~ @ ~ then C(gl) = d(91) U ~(d(t (9 l ) ) ) .  
Now, we shall completely characterize s ts which are accepted by acceptors 
with the property (a) and (fi). To this aim, we need some definitions. 
2.3. DEFINITIONS. If V is a set, L a subset of V* and a an element of V 
then a is said to be necessary fo rL  if there exist u, v ~ V* such that uav eL .  
We denote by N(L)  the set of all elements in V which are necessary for L. 
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An element a E V is said to befinal forL  if there is u E V* such that ua eL.  
We denote by T(L) the set of all elements in V which are final for L. 
2.4. Remark. If  V, U are sets and L _C V*, L _C U* then the set of all 
elements in V which are necessary (final) for L is equal to the set of all 
elements in U which are necessary (final) for L. Thus, these sets depend 
on L only; our notation N(L),  T(L)  is justified. 
2.5. DEFINITION. If  V is a set and L a subset of V* then L is said to be 
dense in V* if N(L) = V. 
2.6. DEFINITION. If  V is a set and L a subset of V* then L is said to 
have the exchange property if the following condition is satisfied. 
(e) I f  x,y,  u, v E V*, a E V, xay eL  and uav eL  then xav eL.  
2.7. DEFINITION. Let V be a set and L a subset of V*. Then L is said 
to be left hereditary if it has the following property. 
(1) I f  x, y E V*, xy eL  then x eL. 
L is said to be right hereditary if it has the following property: 
(r) I f  x ,y  E V*, xy eL  theny eL.  
L is said to be hereditary if it is left hereditary and right hereditary. 
2.8. DEFINITION. If V is a set and L a subset of V* then L is said to be 
left homogeneous if it is left hereditary and has the exchange property. L is 
said to be homogeneous if it is hereditary, has the exchange property and is 
different from {A}. 
2.9. Remark. It is easy to see that the property of a set L C V* to be 
left hereditary, right hereditary, hereditary or to have the exchange property 
does not depend on the set V; it is the property of L only. The same holds 
for the property of being left homogeneous or homogeneous. 
2.10. DEFINITION. Let V be a set, L I_CL 2 subsets of V*. Then L 1 is 
said to be a terminal subset of L 2 if the following condition is satisfied. 
(t) An arbitrary x EL  2, x ~ A, is in L 1 iff there are y E V* and 
a E T(L1) such that x = ya. 
2.11. DEFINITION. Let V be a set, L 1 _CL2 subsets of V*. Then L 1 is 
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said to be a hyperterminal subset of L~ if it is a terminal subset of L 2 and if 
the following conditions are satisfied. 
(kl) A 6L 1. 
(k2) If a c N(L2)  is such an element hat u, v ~ V*,  uav ~L  2 imply 
v = A then a E T(L1). 
2.12. Remark.  By 2.4 and 2.11, the property of a setL 1 to be a terminal 
or hyperterminal subset of L 2 depends on L 1 and L 2 only. 
2.13. LEMMA. (i) I f  91 ~ c~ then d(t(91)) is a left homogeneous et and 
d(91)  is its terminal subset. 
(ii) I f  9l ~ fi then s](i(91)) is a homogeneous et and ~(91)  is its hyper- 
terminal subset. 
P ro@ We put 91 = (V, V, f ,  I, F}  where 91 ~ ~. 
1. Suppose x, y,  u, v ~ V*,  a ~ V, xay ~ s~'(I(91)), uav ~ s](I(91)). Then 
there are natural numbers m/> 2, n >/2,  p /> 0, q >/0  and some xi ~ V for 
1 <~i<m+p,  u i~V for 1 ~<i<n+q such that xa =(x i ) l< i<m,  
y = (xi)m<i<~+~, ua = (ui)l<i<n, v = (ui)~<i<~+q. Thus there exist 
sequences (Si)o<i<~+~, (ti)o<i<n+ ~ of elements of V such that so ~ I, t o ~ I, 
s~ ~f(s~_ 1 , x~) for 1 <~ i < m + p, t~ e f ( t~_~,  u~) for 1 ~< i < n + q. As 
91~wehavex i  = si_~ for 1 <~ i < m + p, ui ~ ti_~ for 1 ~<i<n@q.  
Clearly, s~_~ = x~_~ = a = u~_~ = t~_~. We put 
l si for 0~i<m--1 ,  r i=  ti+n-~ for m- -1  ~<i<m+q,  
xi for 1 ~<i<m--1 ,  
ui+~-~ for m- -1  ~<i<m+q.  
, xi) = f ( r i _ l ,  zi) for 1 ~< i < m --  1, We have r 0 =s  o~/ ,  r i =s  i~ f (s i _  a 
r,~_l = t~_l e f ( t , _2  , u~_l) = f(sm-2 , u , - l )  = f ( r~-2  , zm_l), ri -~ ti+~_~ 
f ( t i+ . . . . .  1, ui+ . . . .  ) = f ( r i _ l ,  zi) for m ~ i < m @ q. It follows xav = 
(zi)l<i<,~+ q ~ d(f(91)). Thus, d(t(91)) has the property (e) of 2.6. 
2. Suppose x, y ~ V*,  xy ~ d(t(91)). Then there is a natural number 
m /> 1 and some x i ~ V for 1 ~< i < m such that xy ~ (xi)l<i< m . There 
exists a sequence (Si)o<i< ~ of elements of V such that s o ~ I and s i ~f (s i _ l ,  xi) 
for 1 ~< i < m. Clearly, there is a natural number n, 1 ~ n ~ m, such that 
x = (x,)l<i< ~ . The properties of the sequence (Si)o<i< ~ imply x ~ ~(t(91)). 
Thus, ~(t(91)) has the property (1) of 2.7 and we have proved that d( i (gl))  
is left homogeneous. 
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3. Suppose x e d(t(gl)),  x J: A. Then there exist a natural number 
m >/2  and some xi e V for 1 ~ i < m such that x = (xi)l<i<m. It follows 
the existence of a sequence (Si)o<i< m of;elements of V such that s o e I ,  
si e f ( s i _ l ,  xi) for 1 ~< i < m. It implies xi = si-1 for 1 ~< i < m. 
(A) If x,~_ 1 e T(d(gl))  then there is k e f (x ,~_a,  x~_ l ) (~F ;  we put 
t i = s i for 0 ~ i < m -- 1, tin_ 1 = k. Then t o = s o ~ I ,  t i : S i ~f (S i _ l ,  X i )  : 
f ( t i _ l  , xi) for 1 ~ i < m - -  1, tm_ 1 = k e f (x~_ l  , x,,_l) = f(s,~_2 , x~_~) = 
f ( t~_2 ,  x,~_l) , t,~_ 1 e F.  It follows x = (xi)l<i<m ~ ag(9l). 
(B) If x ~ z~(9I) then, clearly, x,~_ 1 ~ T(~'(91)). 
We have proved that an arbitrary x ~ d(i(9l)) ,  x :/= A, is in zg(9l) iff 
there are a e T(~¢(Ol)) and y ~ V* such that x = ya.  Hence, sZ(gt) is a 
terminal subset of ~<¢(t(9I)). 
We have proved (i). 
4. Suppose 9l ~/3. 
Let us have xy ~ ~¢(I(~R)). Then there exist a natural number m >/ 1 
and some x i c  V for 1 ~< i < m such that xy = (xi)l<i< ~.  If y = A then 
(i) implies y ~ ag(f(9l)). If y v ¢ A then there exists n E N, 1 <~ n < m such 
that x = (xi),<i<,, y = (xi),.<<i<~ • There is a sequence (si)0<i<~ of elements 
of V such that s 0~I  and s iE f ( s i _ l , x i )  for 1 ~<i<m.  If n = 1 then 
y : xy e~(t~(9I) ) .  If n > 1 then s~ ~f (s~_ l ,  x , )  = f ( s , _ l ,  s~_l) which 
implies s~_~ e I. Thus, the existence of the sequence (si)~-x<i<~ with s~_l e I 
and s i e f ( s i _ l ,  xi) for n ~ i < m implies y = (Xi)n<i<~ e d(f(91)). 
If A E aC(t(gl)) then there is a eL  It follows f (a ,  a) =# ~ by 1.17. Thus, 
a e ~¢(t(9l)). It implies that ~¢(t(9l)) @ {A}. 
We have proved that ~¢(I(9l)) is homogeneous. 
Since I n F = ~ we have A 6 &¢(9l) and the condition (kl) of 2.11 is 
satisfied for the pair (~¢¢(9l), ~'(Jc(9l))). 
Let a e N(~(t(gl))  be such an element hat u, v e V*,  uav e 5~/(t(9l)) 
imply v = A. Then there exist x, y ~ V* such that xay e ~q/(f(gl)). Thus, 
y = A and there are a natural number m >~ 2 and some elements x i ~ V, 
1 ~ i < m, such that xa = x lx  2 "" xm_ 1 . Further, there exists a sequence 
(si)o<i< m of elements of V such that s o e l  and si ~f (s~_ l ,  xi) for 1 ~< i < m. 
It follows si-1 = xi for 1 ~< i ~ m because 9~te a. Especially, s~_a = 
x~_ a = a which implies s~_ 1 ~f (s ,n -2 ,  X,,-I) - -  f (a ,  a) and f (a ,  a) ~A Z ; it 
follows a ~ I by 1.17(fia). 
Let us have b e f (a ,  a). If f (b ,  b) C= ~ then ab e g~(f(~R)) contrary to 
our hypothesis. Thus, f (b ,  b) = ~ for each b ~f (a ,  a) which implies b ~F  
for each b ~f (a ,  a), by 1.17(fil) and (fiz). It follows f(a, a) nF  v~ ~;  hence 
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xa @d(91) and a E T(d(91)). It implies that the condition (ks) of 2.11 is 
satisfied for the pair (~¢(91), ~¢(I(91))). 
Thus, ~¢(91) is a hyperterminal subset of d(f(91)). 
Hence, (ii) holds. 
2.14. DEFINITION. We define an operator b assigning an acceptor 
b(L1,L2, V) to any ordered triple (L1,L~, V) where V is a set, L 2 C V* 
a left homogeneous set and L 1 a terminal subset of L 2 . The acceptor 
b(L 1 , L2, V) is defined as follows. 
Without loss of generality, we can suppose that a 6 b for any a, b ~ V. 
We put a '={a} for each a~V,  V '={a ' ;a~V}.  Then, clearly, ' is a 
bijection of V onto V'. I f  a, b E V and a' = b then a ~ {a} = b contrary 
to our hypothesis. Thus, V n V' = ~.  
We put -¢- = V u V'. Then, clearly, + ~ VtA V'. 
We define g = T(L1) , g'  = {a'; a ~ U}. Further, we put 
tVuU ' if A~L~,  W= wU'•{+} if A~L1,  
:¢ t{a; a ~ V and there exists x e V with ax EL2} if A 6L1,  
I = t{a; a ~ V and there exists x ~ V* with ax ~L2} t.) {+} if A ~L1, 
l U" ff_ A~L1,  
F= U 'U{  } if AEL1,  
t 
2s if a ,b~Wande i therav  abora=b~W-  V, 
{c; c ~ V and there exist u, v ~ V* with uaev ~L2} 
if b = a ~,V- -  U, 
I {c; c ~ V and there exist u, v E V* with uacv EL2} t3 {a } if b=a~U,  
91 = <W, W, f, I, F) ,  b(La, L2, V) = 9l. 
2.15. LEMMA. Let V be a set, L 2 C_ V* a left homogeneous set such that 
Z =/= L 2 =/= {A}, L 1 a terminal subset ofL  z . Then the following assertions hold. 
(i) b(L1 ,L2, V) e ~, ~'(b(L~ ,L2, V)) =Lx ,  d(f(b(gx ,L~, V))) =L~.  
(ii) I f  V is finite then b(L1, L~, V) e r. 
(iii) I f  L 2 is a homogeneous set which is dense in V* and i l L  x is a hyper- 
terminal subset of L 2 then b(L~, Lu, V) e ft. 
Proof. O. We put b(L1,L~, V) --~ <W, W, f , I , F )  where W,I ,F , f  are 
defined by 2.14. Clearly, b(L 1 ,L  2 , V)~a,  V =/: ;~. 
f(a, b) = 
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1. We have A ~L liffI n F = {+}; it is equivalent to A ~ ~(b(L1, L2, V)). 
Clearly, A a L2, A ~ s~'(f(b(L1, L2, V))). 
2. Suppose x a W*, x @ A. Then there exist a natural number 
m >~ 2 and some elements xl,  x 2 ,..., x,~_ 1 ~ W such that x = (xi)l<i<~ = 
XlX  2 - ' "  Xm_ 1 • 
(A) I f  x ~ ~'( i (b(L I ,L2,  V))) there are So, s 1 ,..., sin_ 1 ~ W such that 
so~I  and si ~f (s i -1 ,  xi) for 1 ~ i < m. By 0 and 2.14, we have si_ 1 = x i 
and x i~ V for 1 ~ i ~ m. Thus, x~ V*. Especially, x 1 = So~I ;  by 2.14, 
there exists Yl ~ V* such that x ly  1 ~L  2 . Suppose that 1 ~ i < m -- 1 and 
that x lx  2 "" x iY i~L  2 for some y i  ~ V* .  Then x~+ 1 = s ie f ( s i _ l , x i )~-  
f (x i ,x~) ;  by 2.14, there are u i ,y i+x~V*  such that u ix ix i+ iY i+ l~L2.  
Hence, the condition (e) of 2.6 implies XlX 2 ".. x ix,+lyi+ 1~L~.  By induction, 
it follows x lx  ~ "" x~- ly~- i  aLe  for a suitable Y~-I E V*. Then 2.7 (1) 
implies x = x lx  2 "" xm_ 1 eL  2 . 
We have proved ag(i(b(Lx, Lz, V))) C L 2 . 
(B) If we have, especially, x~d(b(L  a ,L2,  V)) then the sequence 
(S~)o<i< ~ of the part (A) can be defined in such a way that s~_ 1 E F. We 
have proved in (A) that A ~ x = XlX 2 --- X~_l eL2 ; further, s~_ 1 ~F  n 
f ( s~_2 ,  x~_~) = F ~ f (x~_~,  x, ,_  O. By 2.14, it follows Sm-~ = x'~_~ which 
implies x~_~ ~ U ~- T (L  O. Thus, by 2.10(0, it follows x = xlx~ "" x,~_ 1 aL~ . 
We have proved ~¢(b(Li, Lz,  V)) _CL 1 . 
(C) I f  x aLz then we put si_ ~ ~ x i for 1 ~ i < m and 
tx~_ 1 if x~_~ U, 
s~_l = tk where k 6 f (x,~_t , x~_  0 is arbitrary i f  Xm_ 1 @ V - -  U. 
The condition x~_~ ~ U is equivalent o x ~L~ by 2.10(t). In this case, 
we have s o = x 1 ~I,  st = X~+l~f(xi, xi) =- f ( s i _~,  xl) for 1 ~ i < m -- 1, 
' ' U' _CF, by 2.14, Sin--1 = Xm--1 ef (x , ,~- l ,  x~_~) = f ( s~_~,  x,~_O, sin-1 = x~_~ 
which implies x e~(b(L , , L~,  V)) Ca¢(t(B(L~,Lz, V))). In the case 
x~_ leV-  U, we have s o=xxe I ,  s ie f ( s i _ l ,X i )  for 1 ~ i<m--  1 
similarly as above and s~_~ ef (x~_ l ,  xm-a) = f ( s~_=,  X~_l) which implies 
~ ~¢(t(~(L~, L~, V))). 
We have proved Lz C~¢(f(b(L~,Lz, V))), L1 C~(b(L~,L~,  V)). It 
follows L~ = ~'(b(Lx, L2, V)), L~ = &C(f(b(L~, Lz, V))). We have (i). 
3. If V is finite then U = T(L~) C V is finite, too. Thus, U' and W are 
finite if they are defined by 2.14. Thus, b(L 1 ,L~, V)~ y and we have (ii). 
4. Suppose that L~ is a homogeneous set which is dense in V* and 
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that L 1 is a hyperterminal subset of L 2 . Then the condition (kl) of 2.11 
implies, by 2.14, that W = VU U', F -~ U', I = {a; a~ V and there is 
x ~ V* with ax ~L~}, 
I 
~ if a, bEWande i thera~b or a=bcW--  V, 
{c; c E Vand there are u, v ~ V* with uacv ~L2} 
f (a ,b )= if b =a~V-~ U, 
{e; e E V and there are u, v ~ V* with uacv ~ L2} k) {a }, 
if b = a E U, 
b(L1, L,., V) = <W, W, f, 1, F). 
By (i), b(L1, L2, V) E ~. 
Let a G V be arbitrary. Since N(L2) -~ V there exist x, y ~ V* such that 
xay ~L  2 . We have two possibilities: 
(A) If u, v ~ V*, uav ~L2 imply v ~ A then a ~ T(L1) because L 1 is a 
hyperterminal subset ofL2. By 2.14, T(La) ~- U. Thus, a ~ Uand a' ~f(a,  a). 
Further, xay ~L  2 which implies xa ~L~; it follows a ~L 2 because L 2 is 
homogeneous. Hence, a ~ L 
(B) If there are u, ve  V*, c~ V such that uacv ~L~ then c~f (a ,  a) 
by 2.14. It follows acv ~L z because L~ is homogeneous. Thus, a ~I. 
We have proved that V C I and that f (a,  a) ~ ~ for each a ~ V. Since 
I _CVwe have I - V; since f(a,  a) ~- ;g for each a~W--  V i t  follows 
I-=- V - -{a ;a~W, f (a ,a )  vL ~}.By2.14,  wehaveF= U '= W- -  V= 
W -- L Thus, the conditions (ill) and (fi2) of 1.17 are satisfied for b(L1, L~, V) 
which implies that b(L1, L2 , V) ~ ft. 
We have proved (iii). 
2.16. THEOREM. If V, L1, L 2 are sets such that L1 C_L2 C_ V* then the 
following assertions are equivalent. 
(i) L2 is a left homogeneous set and L 1 is its terminal subset. 
(ii) There exists an acceptor 91 ~ o~ such that L 1 = d(91), L 2 - ~¢(/(91)). 
Proof. If  (i) holds and either L 2 = ~ or L2 ~ {A} then (ii) holds by 
1.21(i), (ii), (iii). I f  ~ @ L 2 v~ {A} then (ii) holds by 2.15(i). 
Clearly, (ii) implies (i) by 2.13(i). 
2.17. THEOREM. If V, L1 ,L  ~ are sets such that La C_L2 C V* then the 
following assertions are equivalent. 
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(i) L 2 is a homogeneous set and L 1 is its hyperterminal subset. 
(ii) There exists an acceptor 9l ~ fl such that L1 = d(91), L 2 : ~(f(91)). 
Proof. I f  (i) holds and L 2 = ~ then (ii) holds by 1.21(i). I f  L 2 :/- 
then L 2 ~- {A} by 2.8 and (ii) holds by 2.15(iii). 
Clearly, (i i)implies (i) by 2.13(ii). 
2.1 8. COROLLARY. ]f  V, L 1 , L 2 are sets such that V is" finite and that 
L a C _ L~ C V* then the following assertions are equivalent. 
(i) L.~ is a left homogeneous set and L 1 is its terminal subset. 
(ii) There exists an acceptor 9l e c~ 63 7 such that LI - -~/(91) ,  L 2 = 
~/(t(91)). 
Proof. I f  (i) holds and either L 2 = ~ or L 2 --{A} then (ii) holds by 
1.21(i), (ii), (iii). I f  ;~ :/= L 2 =/= {A} then (ii) holds by 2.15(0 and (ii). 
Clearly, (ii) implies (i) by 2.16. 
2.1 9. COROLLARY. I f  V, L 1 , L. z are sets such that V is finite and that 




then L 2 C- 
Clearly, 
L 2 is a homogeneous set and L 1 is its hyperterminal subset. 
There exists an acceptor 91 6 ~ 63 7 such that L 1 = d(91),  L 2 = 
~(t(91)). 
I f  (i) holds and L 2 -- 25 then (ii) holds by 1.21(i). I f  L 2 ~ 
{A} by 2.8 and (ii) holds by 2.15(iii) and (ii). 
(ii) implies (i) by 2.17. 
2.20. MAIN THEOREM. I f  V ,L  are sets such that L C_ V ~ then the following 
assertions are equivalent. 
(i) L is a-constructive. 
(ii) There exist a left homogeneous set L 2 and its terminal subset L 1 such 
that L = L 1 0 ~(L2). 
Proof. I f  (i) holds then there is 91 ~ a such that L----c~(91). By 2.1, 
c#(91) = d(91)w ~(~¢(f(91))); by 2.16, ~¢(i(91)) is a left homogeneous set 
and ~¢(91) its terminal subset. Thus (ii) holds. 
I f  (ii) holds then, by 2.16, there exists an acceptor 91 ~ ~ such that L 1 = 
d(91), L.~ = d(f(91)). Thus, L = L~ ~) ~(L2) = ~/(91) u ~(d(t(91))) = 
cd(91) by 2.1. Hence, (i) holds. 
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2.21. MAIN THEOREM. If V,L  are sets such that L C_ V ~ then the following 
assertions are equivalent. 
(i) L is E-constructive. 
(ii) There exist a homogeneous set L z and its hyperterminal subset L 1 
such that L = L 1 w ~(L2). 
The proof is similar to the proof of 2.20, only 2.17 is used instead of 2.16. 
I f  we use 2.18 or 2.19 instead of 2.16 we prove similarly 
2.22. MAIN THEOREM. I f  V, L are sets such that V is finite and L C V °~ 
then the following assertions are equivalent. 
(i) L is c~ c~ y-constructive. 
(ii) There exist a left homogeneous set L 2 and its terminal subset L a such 
that L = L 1 u ~(L2). 
2.23. MAIN THEOREM. I f  V, L are sets such that V is finite and that 
L C V °~ then the following assertions are equivalent. 
(i) L is ~ t~ y-constructive. 
(ii) There exist a homogeneous set L 2 and its hyperterminal subset L 1 
such that L = L 1 w ~(L~). 
2.24. Remark. f in  y is the class of all G-machines in the sense of 
Meznfk (1972), y is the class of all finite acceptors in the sense of Rabin 
and Scott (1959). 
It  is easy to see that each machine of Pawtak (1969) and each relational 
machine of Kwasowiec (1970a) can be represented in the form of an acceptor 
of the class ~. 
3. ACCEPTORS WITH THE PROPERTY (y) 
3.1. THEOREM. I f  9l E y then c~(gt) = ~¢(91) t3 ~(~¢(t(gt))). 
Proof. Let us have 9l ~ y, 9l = (S,  V, f, I, F ) ,  x ~ d(g l )  k) ~(d( t (9 l ) ) ) .  
I f  x ~ d(g l )  then x ~ cg(gl). If  x e ~(d(f(9~))) then x = (xi)l<i<o~ for some 
x i E V, 1 ~< i < co; further, there exists a sequence (xJ)0<j<o ~ of elements 
of d( f (gt) )  such that x = lim~_~o~ x j. Thus, there is an increasing sequence 
(n~)o<j<~ of natural numbers n 5 ~> 1 such that x j = (x~)l<i<nj for each j E N. 
Thus, to each j E N, there exists a sequence (siJ)o<~<nj of elements of S 
such that So j e l ,  sit ~f(s~_l, xi) for i = 1, 2 ..... n j - -  1. 
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Since the set S is finite there exists s o ~ S such that SoS = s o for an infinite 
set I(0) of indices j.  Let k > 0 be a natural number; suppose the existence 
of elements So, s 1 .... , sk-1 of S and of an infinite set I (k - -  1) of natural 
numbers uch that si j = si for each i, 0 ~< i ~< k - -  1, and eachj  ~ I(k - -  1), 
Thus, there is skeS  such that sfl = s~ for an infinite set of indices 
j E I (k -  1). We denote by l (k) this infinite set of all such indices. By 
induction, we construct a sequence (si)0~<i<o, of elements of S and of infinite 
sets of natural numbers (I(k))o<k< ~ such that s j  ~- si for each i, 0 ~< i ~< k 
and each j e I(h). 
We have s o = SoS for eachj  6 I(0) which implies s o e I. If  k > 0 is a natural 
number then I(k) is an infinite set; thus, there is an index j ~ I(k) such that 
nJ > k. It follows s~ = sfl e f(s~_l ,  xk) ~- f(sk-1, xk). It implies (xi)l~<i<~ 
~(91) 2 v(91). 
We have proved ~¢(91)w ~(~¢(t(91)))_C(g(91). The assertion follows 
by 1.8. 
3.2. DEFINITION. A v-acceptable set is said to be regular. (See Rabin 
and Scott (1959) and Ginsburg (1966, Chap. II, Sect. 2.1).) 
3.3. THEOREM. If V, L are sets such that V is finite and L C_ V* then the 
following assertions are equivalent: 
(i) L is regular. 
(ii) There exist a finite set U, an c~ n v-acceptable set M C U* and a 
length-preserving homomorphism q5 of U* into V* such that L 
~(M). 
Proof. I f  (i) holds then there is 91 = (S,  V , f , I , F ) ,  91e V such that 
L =ag(91).  We have c(91) =(S  X V ,S  × V ,g , I  X V ,F  × V) ec~n7 
by 1.20 where g is defined by 1.10. We put U = S × V, M = d(¢(91)); 
further, we put q~(s, a) = a for each (s, a) e S × V and q5 = q~.. It  follows 
that U is finite, M C U* is ~ n y-acceptable and q}(M) = ~o.((~¢¢(¢91))) = 
d(91)  = L by 1.12. Thus, (ii) holds. 
I f  (ii) holds then there exist 91 E a n 7, 9l = (W, W, f , / ,  F )  such that 
d(91) = MC U* n W* = (U n W)* and a length-preserving homomor- 
phism ~b of U* into V* such that q)(M) ~-L.  Then there is a mapping 
of U into V such that ~0, = q~ by 1.1. We take an arbitrary mapping ¢ 
of W into V such that ¢(x) = ep(x) for each x e W ~ U. Then L = ~5(M) = 
~o,(m) = ¢ . (m)  = ¢ . (d(91) )  = a/(¢91) by 1.15. Clearly, ¢91 e V because 
the sets W, V are finite. Thus, L is y-acceptable and (i) holds. 
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3.4. EXAMPLE. Let V = {a}, L = {a2~; n = 0, 1,...}. Then, clearly, L is 
a regular language. We prove that L is not ~ c3 y-acceptable. 
Suppose, on the contrary, that L is ~ c3 y-acceptable. By 2.18, L is a 
terminal subset of a left homogeneous set M. Thus, L C M and M is left 
hereditary. If n ~> 0 is an arbitrary odd integer then a~a = a ~+1 ~L  C_ M 
which implies a~ M because M is left hereditary. It follows {a}*C M. 
Clearly, T(L) = {a}. Since L is a terminal subset of M we have, for an 
arbitrary odd integer n /> 1, a ~ = a~4a and A @ a ~ E M which implies 
a ~ ~ L. It is a contradiction. 
3.5. DEFINITION. Let V,L  be sets such that V is finite and L_C V*. 
Then L is said to be left quasihomogeneous if there exist a finite set U, a left 
homogeneous set M _C_C U* and a length-preserving homomorphism ~ of U* 
into V* such that L = qS(M). 
3.6. DEFINITION. Let V, L I , L2  be sets such that V is finite, L 2 left 
quasihomogeneous and L 1 _CL e _C V*. Then L 1 is said to be a quasiterminal 
subset of L 2 if there are a finite set U, a left homogeneous set M e C U*, 
a terminal subset M1 of M e and a length-preserving homomorphism ~b 
of U* into V* such that L 1 = q)(M1) , L 2 = q~(M2). 
3.7. THEOREM. Let V, L 1 , L e be sets such that V is finite andL 1 C_L 2 C V*. 
Then the following assertions are equivalent. 
(i) L 2 is a left quasihomogeneous setand La its quasiterminal subset. 
(ii) There exists an aeceptor 9l ~ y such that L 1 = d(g l )  and L 2 = 
sJ(t(~)). 
Proof. 1. If (i) holds then there are a finite set U, a left homogeneous 
set M 2 _C U*, a terminal subset M 1 of M 2 and a length-preserving homo- 
morphism ~ of U* into V* such that L a = ~(M1) , L 2 = q)(M2). By 1.1, 
there exists a mapping (p of U into V such that ¢ = ~v.. By 2.18, there is 
93l ~ ~ n y, 9)/ = ('W, W, f, I, F )  such that M 1 = ~'(9)l), M 2 = ~(t(9)l)). 
Clearly, 3/I~ C U* c~ W* = (U n W)*. We put 
¢ (x )= l~(x ) for x~U,  
fo rx~ W- -  U. 
Then ¢ is a mapping of W into (W -- U) u V. We put 9l = ¢~;  clearly, 
W, (W --  U) ~A Vare finite and 9l ~ y. We haveL 1 = (p.(M1) = ¢.(d(gJ~)) = 
.~'(¢93~) = d(g l )  by 1.15, L 2 = ~o.(M2) = ~/,.(~¢(t(93l))) = ~'(~bt(93~)) = 
d(t(¢931)) = ~(tg l )  by 1.15 and 1.14. We have proved (ii). 
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2. I f  (ii) holds then there exists 9l ~ 7, 91 = (S ,  W, f ,  I, F )  such that 
L1 = d(91),  L 2 = ~(f(91)). Clearly, L 2 _C W* r3 V* = (We3 V)*. We put 
~(s, a) = a for each (s, a) ~ S × W. Clearly, ¢(91) ~ a n 7 by 1.20. We put 
9 ) /= ¢(91) and we have L~ = ~¢(91) = W.(~(c(91))) = ~o.(~¢(9J1)) by 1.12 
and L~ = ~(t(91)) = ~o.(ag(c(t(91)))) = ~.(d(t(c(91)))) = ~o.(s~(t(gJ0) ) by 
1.12 and 1.11. According to 2.18, d(f(gJ0) is a left homogeneous set and 
~g'(gJ~) its terminal subset; further, ~¢(9J~)C~¢(f(gJ~))C (S × W)* where 
S × W is a finite set. By 1.1, ~p. is a length-preserving homomorphism of 
(S × W)* into W*. It follows that L 2 is a left quasihomogeneous set and 
L 1 its quasiterminal subset. We have proved (i). 
3.8. MAIN THEOREM. I f  V, L are sets such that V is finite and L C V ~ 
then the following assertions are equivalent. 
(i) L is ),-constructive. 
(ii) There exist a left quasihomogeneous set L 2 C_ V* and its quasiterminal 
subset L 1 such that L = L 1 t.) ~(L2). 
Proof. I f  (i) holds then there is an acceptor 91 ff y such that L = c~(91). 
By 3.1, we have L ~ d(91) k3 ~(~/(t(91))). Then ~(t(91)) is a left quasi- 
homogeneous et and d(91)  is its quasiterminal subset by 3.7. Since 
~(d( I (91)))  _CL C V ~ we have d(t(91))_C V* by 1.2. Thus, we have (ii). 
If  (ii) holds then there exists 91 ~ ), such thatL 1 = z~¢(91) andL 2 = ~4(f(91)) 
by 3.7. By 3.1, we have L = L 1 k) ~(L2) = ~(91) k) ~(d(I(91)))  = c~(91) 
and we have (i). 
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